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Monitoring of hydrocarbon vapor diffusion in air using a thermal wave
interferometer
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A discussion on the use of thermal wave interference~TWI! for the monitoring of the transients of
hydrocarbon in air is presented. The thermal wave signal was modeled using the logarithm-mixing
model for the thermal diffusivity of a two-phase gas system in which the hydrocarbon vapor
concentration in the air-filled TWI cell is a varying function of time. The time varying hydrocarbon
vapor concentration was described assuming the simple Fick’s model for mass diffusion of the
hydrocarbon vapor in the stagnant air column of the TWI cell. The transient TWI signal amplitude
data fitting yielded two parameters, namely, the saturation concentration and the characteristic
diffusion time. From the corresponding values of the diffusion time the hydrocarbon mass
diffusivities were straightforwardly obtained. The obtained values for the hydrocarbon mass
diffusivities were found to be in good agreement with the ones reported in the literature. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1465104#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of thermal wave interference introduced
Bennett and Patty1 in the early 1980s has gained conside
able interest in recent years after Shen and Mandelis2 have
demonstrated feasibility of the pyroelectric detection o
thermal wave propagating across the air gap formed betw
a pyroelectric sensor and a thin aluminum-film wall acting
the source of thermal waves. The main attractive aspec
this new photothermal technique, originally called therm
wave resonant cavity, and later, thermal wave interferom
~TWI! by some other authors, is that it is well suited for t
investigation of the thermophysical properties of gases
liquids. This can be appreciated by the growing number
papers that have recently applied this new technique to
investigation of the thermal properties of gases3–6 and
liquids.7 The reason the TWI technique is so attractive to
investigation of gases and liquids is evident from its ope
tional principle, namely, the monitoring of the spatial depe
dence of intracavity thermal waves. The basic design of
TWI cavity consists of two walls separated by a gap of va
able lengthL. One of the walls is a thermal wave genera
and the other one is a temperature-sensing wall. The the
wave generator consists of a thin aluminum foil on which
modulated light beam impinges on its black-painted ou
surface, acting, accordingly, as a light absorber. Follow
the absorption of the modulated light beam, the Al foil te
perature fluctuates periodically at the modulation freque
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of the incident beam thereby launching thermal waves i
the gap between the two walls. The thermal waves thus g
erated propagate back and forth between the Al foil and
sensing wall, which consists of a thin-film pyroelectric se
sor. The TWI method consists essentially of recording
temperature fluctuation of the pyroelectric sensor as a fu
tion of the cavity gap length. That is, the technique is ess
tially based upon measuring the temperature fluctuation o
sample of variable thickness. This fact renders this techni
well suited for gas and liquid samples analysis.

One of the immediate applications of the TWI techniq
aimed the evaluation of the thermal diffusivity of air:hydr
carbon vapor mixtures.4–6 In these experiments a liquid por
tion of the hydrocarbon under investigation is placed ins
the cell in which the initially air-filled TWI cavity is as-
sembled. The hydrocarbon vapor resulting from the evapo
tion process diffuses into the air inside the TWI cavity. As
result of this, the thermal properties of the resulting gas m
ture change with time, following the changes of the vap
concentration in the air. This process evolves with time u
the hydrocarbon vapor inside the cell reaches saturat
Once saturation is reached, one then begins recording
TWI as a function of the cavity length in order to measu
the thermal diffusivity of the resulting air:hydrocarbon vap
mixture. In this article we address ourselves to the quant
tive understanding of the transient TWI data of air: hydr
carbon vapor mixtures.

II. METHODOLOGY

The TWI experimental setup has been discussed in de
elsewhere and it is schematically shown in Fig. 1. It cons
of a temperature-controlled closed glass cell, adequa
il:
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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adapted for gas exchange and control of ambient parame
in which the TWI is enclosed. At the bottom of the glass c
there is a screwed reservoir of 30 mm diameter on which
ml of the liquid hydrocarbon is poured. The vapors result
from the hydrocarbon evaporation at ambient tempera
diffuses into the air cell, filling the TWI cavity with the re
sulting air: hydrocarbon vapor mixture. The TWI cavity
variable length is formed between a 15mm thick Al foil and
a pyroelectric sensor consisting of a 25mm thick polyvinyle-
dene difluoride~PVDF! film with Al metalized surfaces. The
5 mm diameter Al foil and PVDF sensor were both cut fro
commercial sheets and inserted into two glass tubes sold
at the lateral ends of the glass cell. The left glass tube s
ports the Al foil that is bonded to the tube using epoxy glu
The surface of this Al foil facing the inner glass tube space
painted with black ink so that it acts as a light absorber. T
second glass tube attached to the right glass cell end guid
nylon cylinder on top of which the pyroelectric sensor
assembled. This nylon cylinder is coupled to a translatio
stage so that the distanceL between the Al foil and the py
roelectric sensor can be varied. The vertical distance betw
the center of the resulting TWI cavity and the liquid hydr
carbon level at the bottom reservoir is equal to 7 cm, wher
the vertical air column extending from the liquid level to th
top of the glass cell is equal to 10 cm.

The 5 mm diameter light beam from a 20 mW He–N
laser~Meredith Instruments!, modulated at 10 Hz by mean
of a mechanical chopper~Model 650 EG&G!, impinges on
the black-painted outer surface of the Al foil. Following th
absorption of the modulated light beam, the Al foil tempe
ture fluctuates periodically at the modulation frequency
the incident beam thereby launching a thermal wave into
gas-filled cell. The thermal waves thus generated propa
back and forth between the Al foil and the pyroelectric se
sor separated by a distanceL. On striking the gas–Al and
gas–sensor boundaries, the thermal waves are partially
flected, and interference between the reflected and inci
wave trains will set in.

The temperature rise at the pyroelectric surface, wh
results from the superposition of all arriving waves,
probed using a lock-in amplifier~model 5210 EG&G! inter-
faced to a personal computer. As discussed in Refs. 1–6
method consists of measuring the temperature fluctuatio

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the experimental TWI setup.
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the pyroelectric sensor as a function of the gas layer th
ness. To this end the pyroelectric sensor is assembled
micrometer stage coupled to a computer controlled stepp
motor so that the cavity length can be varied. For a s
resolution of 5mm the time required for the scanning of a
mm long cavity is roughly 4 min.

The temperature rise at the sensor surface can be
mated using the usual thermal diffusion model for the g
eration of a photothermal signal.5–9 Consider the situation
depicted in Fig. 2. A gas layer of thicknessL is sandwiched
between a thermally thin (L0s0!1) Al foil and a pyroelec-
tric sensor in contact with a thermally thick backing. Th
outer surface of the Al film is heated by a light source
periodically modulated intensityI 0@11cos(vt)#/2, whereI 0

is the light source intensity andv52p f is the angular
modulation frequency. The temperature distributionT(x,t)
within the gas region along the longitudinalx coordinate,
following the periodic heating of the Al foil atx52L0 , can
be obtained by solving the thermal diffusion equation w
the boundary condition that the heat generated at the s
surface by light absorption is dissipated into the gas by
fusion. The laser beam is assumed to illuminate uniform
the Al foil in order to minimize the lateral heat diffusio
effects. Under these conditions thermal gradients in the
dial direction are negligible and the problem may be a
equately treated as a one-dimensional problem. Perform
lengthy but straightforward calculations, the harmonic co
ponent of the pyroelectric sensor surface temperaturex
5L can be written asT(L,t)5T(L)ej vt, where

T~L !5
b8I 0

k0s0
•

2

s1 p̄
•

e2Ls

12ge22Ls . ~1!

Here b8 is the surface absorption coefficient, ands i5(1
1 j )/m i is the complex thermal diffusion coefficient of me
dium i with thermal diffusivitya i and thermal effusivityei .
The subscripti 5o, p, andb denote the Al foil light absorber
the pyroelectric sensor, and the backing materials, res
tively. The thermal diffusivity and thermal effusivity are re
lated to the thermal conductivityk, specific heatc, and mass
densityr by a5k/rc and e5(krc)1/2. The thermal diffu-

FIG. 2. Geometry for the TWI signal generation in which the incident lig
beam of intensityI 0 is fully absorbed atx52L0 .
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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sion lengthm i appearing in the expression fors i is defined
by m i5(a i /p f )1/2. In Eq. ~1!, g, p̄, ands are defined as

g5
s2 p̄

s1 p̄
~2!

and

p̄5p•S 12S p2b

p1bD •e22Lpsp

11S p2b

p1bD •e22Lpsp
D . ~3!

Heres5e/e0 , p5ep /e0 , andb5eb /e0 are the ratio of the
thermal effusivities of the sample gas, pyroelectric sen
and backing material with respect to Al foil thermal effusi
ity e0 , respectively. We refer to Ref. 9 for a more detail
discussion on thermal wave interference. Since the propo
TWI method consists basically of a recording sensor sig
as a function of the gas layer thickness, the relevant facto
Eq. ~1! is the last one on its right-hand side.

The temperature rise given by Eq.~1! induces an electric
field between the two opposite surfaces of the PVDF sen
The resulting voltageV is proportional to the average tem
perature rise in the pyroelectric sensor. For a thermally th
pyroelectric sensor, as in our case, this is proportiona
T(L), so that the resulting measurable voltage may be w
ten as

V5V0•
e2Ls

12ge22Ls , ~4!

where V0 is a complex function containing the frequen
response of the pyroelectric sensor signal and geomet
parameters characterizing the detection system. Here we
that the pyroelectric sensor output voltage depends explic
on the modulation frequency and the cavity lengthL. The
basic idea of the steady-state TWI technique consists of
ing a lock-in detection technique to recording the real~in-
phase! and imaginary~quadrature! parts of V, or, equiva-
lently, its amplitude and phase, as a function of the cav
lengthL. From the resulting dependence of the pyroelec
signal voltage on the cavity length the thermal diffusivity
obtained from two different methods. One of them is bas
upon the fact that theL dependence of Eq.~4! is such that
their in-phase ~IP! and quadrature~Q! signals exhibit
maxima and minima such that theirnth extrema are given
by3,4

Ln
~ IP!5~n21!•S a

p f D
1/2

, Ln
~Q!5n•S a

p f D
1/2

with n51,2,3,... . That is, for a fixed modulation frequenc
the positions of the maxima and minima of the in-phase
quadrature signals depend only on the thermal diffusivitya
of the gas under investigation. The other method5–7 consists
simply of fitting the recorded signal amplitude as a functi
of L to Eq. ~4!, using standard data fitting procedures.

So far we have been discussing the TWI measurem
under steady-state conditions. In the next section we add
ourselves to the quantitative description of transient T
measurements on air:hydrocarbon mixtures.
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III. TRANSIENT MEASUREMENTS: RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 3 we show a typical time evolution of the TW
signal amplitude for different air:hydrocarbon mixtures r
corded at 10 Hz modulation frequency for a fixed cav
length ofL52 mm. These measurements were carried ou
an ambient temperature~23 °C! and pressure~760 mm Hg!
with the laboratory relative humidity at 60%. As mentione
before, the experimental procedure consisted of pouring
ml of the liquid hydrocarbon at the bottom liquid reservoir
the TWI cell shown in Fig. 1, and recording the amplitu
and phase of the TWI signal as a function of time. From
qualitative point of view, the signal decay as a function
time is reflecting the changes of the gas thermal diffusiv
with time as a result of the changes of the hydrocarbon va
concentration in air until a saturated mixture is formed. F
the experimental situation in which the cavity length is fix
at 2 mm and modulation frequency is fixed at 10 Hz, the g
layer in our TWI cavity may be considered as thermally thi
so that Eq.~4! reduces to

V5V0•e2L/m5V0•e2L~p f /a!1/2
. ~5!

It follows from Eq. ~5! that decreasing the thermal diffusiv
ity, as a result of the decrease of the gas thermal diffusiv
due to the hydrocarbon vapor diffusion into the origina
air-filled cell, the TWI signal decreases exponentially.

To quantitatively describe the behavior of the expe
mental data shown in Fig. 3 we assume that the TWI
adequately described by Eq.~5! in which the thermal diffu-
sivity is a time-dependent function of the hydrocarbon co
centration in the air. To model the time dependence of
thermal diffusivity we resort to the kinetic theory of ga
mixtures.10,11 Due to the complexity of the theoretical ex
pression for the thermal conductivity predicted by the kine

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the room temperature TWI signal amplitud
normalized to its initialt50 value, of the different hydrocarbon sample
The corresponding signals were recorded at 10 Hz modulation frequen
with the TWI cavity length fixed at 2 mm, at 23 °C. The solid curves in th
plot correspond to the experimental data fitting of the following express
VN5exp$2L(pf/aair)

1/2@(a/aair)
1/221#%.
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Room temperature values of the thermal conductivity~k!, heat capacity per unit volume (rc), and
thermal diffusivity~a! of the gases used in this work, taken from Refs. 16 and 17. Also included in the las
columns are the values of the hydrocarbon to air thermal conductivity and volume heat capacity ratio
eters,l andz, respectively.

Gas k ~mW/cm K! rc (mJ/cm3 K) a ~cm2/s! l5k/kair z5(rc)/(rc)air

Air 0.26 1.18 0.22 1 1
n-pentane 0.144 4.92 0.0293 0.554 4.17
n-hexane 0.134 5.86 0.0229 0.515 4.97
n-heptane 0.126 6.80 0.0185 0.485 5.76
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theory, empirical expressions are often used to analyze
experimental data. Amongst these, the most widely use
the so-called logarithm mixing12 for the thermal conductiv-
ity. In this model the thermal conductivity for the binar
mixture of components 1 and 2 is written as

k5k1
~12h!

•k2
h , ~6!

where h denotes the concentration of gas 2~hydrocarbon
vapor! in the reference gas 1~air!. As discussed in Ref. 12
the logarithm-mixing model for the thermal conductivity
quite adequate for the case of a random distribution o
two-phase system. Combining the effective thermal cond
tivity with the expression for the heat capacity per unit v
ume for the binary mixture, namely,

rc5~rc!1•~12h!1~rc!2h, ~7!

we can readily express the thermal diffusivity of the bina
gas mixture in terms of the thermal properties of the c
stituent gases. One gets:

a5a1•
lh

@11~z21!•h#
, ~8!

where we have introduced the parametersl andz defined as

l5
k2

k1
, z5

~rc!2

~rc!1
. ~9!

Equation~8! is the basic equation we assume to describe
transient behavior of our air:hydrocarbon mixtures. The th
mal diffusivity time dependence comes from the fact that
hydrocarbon concentration in the air-filled TWI cell vari
with time until saturation is reached. Here we note that
extrapolation of the results from the heat diffusion with
constanta to transient measurements, implicit in Eq.~8!,
assumes a quasi-equilibrium approximation, namely, that
measurement time, at each cavity length, is shorter than
time-constant for the change ina. Furthermore, the time de
pendent hydrocarbon concentrationh in the above random
mixture model is to be understood as the spatially avera
hydrocarbon concentration in the gas cell.

To model the time evolution of the hydrocarbon conce
tration in the TWI cell we assume the simple Fick’s mod
for mass diffusion of hydrocarbon vapor in the stagnant
of the TWI cell. For the sake of simplicity we assume th
the relevant part of the diffusion process sensed by the T
cavity corresponds to the hydrocarbon diffusion along the
column above the liquid reservoir shown in Fig. 1. Denoti
by z the coordinate along this gas column, and assumin
 2008 to 150.163.34.110. Redistribution subject to AI
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Fickian diffusion, the equation describing the hydrocarb
vapor diffusion in the TWI cell may be written as

]h

]t
5D

]2h

]z2 , ~10!

whereD is the mass diffusion coefficient~mass diffusivity!
of the hydrocarbon in air. The solution to the mass diffusi
equation is discussed in several texts.13–15 Solving Eq.~10!
for the gas column above the liquid reservoir of Fig. 1, w
the boundary condition that the particle flux,2D]h/]z, at
the bottom of the gas column is proportional to the conc
tration differenceh02h, whereh0 is the hydrocarbon vapo
saturation concentration, we may write the spatially avera
hydrocarbon concentration as

h~ t !5h0•~12e2t/t!, ~11!

wheret is the hydrocarbon vapor diffusion time in our sy
tem, defined ast5Lc

2/2D, in which Lc is the characteristic
length of our gas column. The derivation of Eq.~11! is pre-
sented in the Appendix. For the geometry of our TWI c
shown in Fig. 1,Lc corresponds to the vertical gas colum
extending from the liquid level to the top of the glass c
and is equal to 10 cm. Equations~8!–~11! together with Eq.
~5! are the ones we shall use to describe the transient be
ior of our TWI measurements.

To test the above model for the description of the tra
sient TWI behavior we have applied it to the different set
measurements shown in Fig. 1. The solid curves in Fig
represent the results of the normalized~to its initial t50
value! TWI signal amplitude data fitting to the theoretic
expression,

VN5e2L~p f /aair!
1/2

•@~aair /a!1/221#, ~12!

in which the time dependent thermal diffusivitya is given by
Eq. ~8! with h given by Eq.~11!. Here we note that att
50 the TWI signal is simply that of an air-filled cavity. In
carrying out the data fitting to Eq.~12! the only parameters
left as adjustable parameters in the data fitting proced
were h0 and t. All the other physical properties values in
volved in Eq.~8!, namely, thermal conductivity and heat c
pacity per unit volume for the hydrocarbon and air, we
taken from the literature and are summarized in Table I.
the room temperature signal amplitude data shown in Fig
the values we got for the diffusion timet from the data
fitting were 580.818762.5061 s, 701.551365.3165 s, and
793.083463.5469 s, forn-pentane,n-hexane, andn-heptane,
respectively. From these values oft, and remembering tha
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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TABLE II. Values of the fitting parametersh0 and t as obtained from the room temperature TWI sign
amplitude data fitting. The values of the hydrocarbons diffusion coefficients in air,D, were calculated from
D5Lc

2/2t, whereLc was taken to be equal to the length of the gas column above the liquid reservoir, na
Lc510 cm. The literature values of the hydrocarbon diffusion coefficients in air, listed in the last column,
taken from Ref. 18.

Hydrocarbon h0 t ~s! D (cm2/s) D literature(cm2/s)

n-pentane 0.53460.002 580.818762.5061 0.086160.0004 0.0842
n-hexane 0.34960.001 701.551365.3165 0.071360.0006 0.0732
n-heptane 0.06260.0001 793.083463.546 88 0.063060.0002 0.0674
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the characteristic lengthLc is equal to 10 cm, we can est
mate the corresponding hydrocarbon diffusion coefficien
air from D5Lc

2/2t. For instance, forn-pentane the value we
got for D was 0.086160.0004 cm2/s. This value is in good
agreement with the one reported in the literature18 for
n-pentane, namely,D50.0842 cm2/s. The same procedur
was adopted with the other two hydrocarbons investiga
In Table II we summarize the results of our TWI signal a
plitude data fitting; also included are the values of the m
diffusion coefficient for the different hydrocarbons report
in the literature. These results indicate that the above mo
provides an adequate description of the transient TWI sig
behavior.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we have addressed ourselves to the qu
titative description of the TWI monitoring of the transients
hydrocarbon the evaporation kinetics in air. This was carr
out with a TWI cell at fixed modulation frequency and cav
length, and recording the corresponding signal amplitude
a function of time. The TWI signal was modeled assum
the logarithm-mixing model for the hydrocarbon vapor:
mixture in which the hydrocarbon vapor concentration is
function of time. The time evolution of the hydrocarbon v
por concentration in the air-filled TWI cell was describ
assuming the simple Fick’s model for mass diffusion of t
hydrocarbon vapor in the stagnant air column of the T
cell. The transient TWI signal amplitude data fitting yield
two parameters, namely, the saturation concentrationh0 and
the characteristic diffusion timet. From the corresponding
values oft, the hydrocarbon mass diffusivities were straig
forwardly obtained. The obtained values for the hydrocarb
mass diffusivities were found to be in good agreement w
the ones reported in the literature thereby validating the p
posed description of the TWI monitoring of hydrocarb
evaporation kinetics.

The results presented in this article not only fill the la
of discussion on the transient TWI signal description but a
suggest a framework for investigating a wide range of ap
cations involving transient diffusion, such as the monitori
of soil and plants respiration kinetics and pollutant diffusi
in ambient air.
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APPENDIX

Equation~10! describes the hydrocarbon vapor diffusio
along the gas column of the TWI cell. The parameterD in
this equation is the mass diffusion coefficient of the hyd
carbon vapor in air at room temperature. For a given che
cal specie diffusing in air it is assumed to be a characteri
constant value. To solve Eq.~10! we first take its Laplace
transform, in which case it is written as

]2h̃

]z2 5
n

D
h̃, ~A1!

where h̃ is the Laplace transform ofh, and n is the ~fre-
quency! variable of the Laplace space. The solution to t
Laplace transformed one-dimensional mass diffusion eq
tion can be written as

h̃~z,n!5Aesz1Be2sz ~A2!

wheres5(n/D) 1
2, A and B are constants to be determine

by the boundary conditions imposed on our problem. In o
case, the boundary conditions are such that at the liquid
ervoir:gas interface atz50, the hydrocarbon particle flux
into the TWI cell,2D]h̃/]z, is proportional to the concen
tration differenceh2h0 , whereh0 is the final hydrocarbon
vapor saturation concentration. The other boundary condi
is that at the end of the TWI cell there is no particle flu
namely,D]h̃/]z50 at z5Lc . In this way, our problem is
then reduced to findA andB such that

2DS ]h̃

]z D
z50

5kS h0

V
2h̃ D

z50
S ]h̃

]z D
z5Lc

50 ~A3!

wherek is a proportionality constant. Substituting Eq.~A2!
into Eq. ~A3! one finds:

A5
hh0

n

e2Lcs

~11h!eLcs2~12h!e2Lcs ,

~A4!

B5
hh0

n

eLcs

~11h!eLcs2~12h!e2Lcs ,

where h5k/Ds. The spatially averaged concentratio
^h̃(n)& is obtained from

^h̃~n!&5
1

Lc
E

0

Lc
dzh̃~z,n!

5
1

Lcs

hh0

n

eLcs2e2Lcs

~11h!eLcs2~12h!e2Lcs . ~A5!

At long observation times,t→`, n→0, Eq.~A5! reduces to
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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^h̃~n!&5h0

1

n~11nt!
, ~A6!

where t5Lc
2/2D is the characteristic mass diffusion tim

Taking the inverse Laplace transform of Eq.~A6! one may
finally write the spatially averaged time-dependent hydroc
bon vapor concentration as

h~ t !5h0~12e2t/t!. ~A7!
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